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Concept - Data Storm

‘Data storm’ is a virtual collection designed ‘Data storm’ is a virtual collection designed 
for avatars that inhabit a futuristic, for avatars that inhabit a futuristic, 
fictional world. These avatars are made fictional world. These avatars are made 
up of complex streams of data and up of complex streams of data and 
require constant protection from harsh require constant protection from harsh 
environmental elements. In this world, environmental elements. In this world, 
‘Data Storms’ are common and very ‘Data Storms’ are common and very 
dangerous. Manifesting both physical and dangerous. Manifesting both physical and 
digital attributes, these storms erode digital attributes, these storms erode 
the land and damage the avatars within the land and damage the avatars within 
them. Designed to employ dual protection, them. Designed to employ dual protection, 
acting as functional, high performance acting as functional, high performance 
outerwear, as well as digital firewalls that outerwear, as well as digital firewalls that 
protect avatars from the data storms and protect avatars from the data storms and 
allow them to do their jobs in the face of allow them to do their jobs in the face of 
environmental adversity.environmental adversity.
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Initial designs



Colour palette



Digital fabric print



look 1



looks 2+3



look 4-6



Tech flats





photo-shoot + film

https://youtu.be/GA2cZMVt2gc?si=dVKv-RLXgLKvTUd1



Using body 
scanning, I have 
taken countless 

measurements off 
of a real body.

Uploading this 
to CLO3D, I have 

morphed it into a 
pre-made avatar 

with a realistic skin 
style.

Combining these size-accurate 
avatars with 3D fabric simulation 
as seen in software like CLO3D and 
Marvellous Designer, brands can 
provide their customers with virtual 
try-on experiences through their 
websites allowing users to upload 
digital avatars. 

With this avatar uploaded, the 
customer is free to fill their 
shopping basket and try the clothes 
on in 3D whenever they would like.

Business Model

The online shopping industry is extremely wasteful... With 
the amount of online returns rising every year as fast 
fashion overtakes societies dopamine addicted brains, the 
environment takes a massive toll from unsold/throwaway 
items.

So what causes the vast majority of returns? 

Misconceptions in fit.

To counter this, my business model uses high-tech body 
scanning to accurately capture the measurements of the 
consumer. 

With this information, a digital avatar can be created that 
accurately resembles the consumer’s size and shape!

using body scanning to create 
bespoke fit accurate avatars



The stress and strain maps above & below 
show garment distortion due to external 
stressors. Whereas the pressure map (right) 
reveals where the garment strongly contacts 
the body.

How can 3d simulation advise on fit?
The main benefit is seeing measurements such 
as pant length, chest circumference, neckline 
circumference and other key areas. 

Knowing how the fabric will react and fall on the 
body will give the consumer confidence to buy or 
not.

Additionally, there is a variety of maps that can be 
applied to the fabric to advise on certain aspects of 
fit.

 In the bottom right the fit 
map denotes where the 
garment is tight, in  a range 
from tight - very tight - 
can’t wear



WEBSITE EXAMPLE


